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New York statutes and case law are replete with the old common law 
vocabulary relating to parenting after divorce or separation: legal custody, physical 
custody, and visitation.  Both the Domestic Relations Law and the Family Court 
Act use these terms, which a non-lawyer might sensibly attribute to prisoner 
confinement cases.  Worse, the statutes assume that the responsibility for 
determining the care-taking arrangements falls to the court rather than to the 
separating or divorcing parents.  And finally, the language assumes that the 
children will be in the custody of only one parent, implying that shared parenting 
is always inappropriate.  Let’s revisit this terminology and explore some newer 
concepts more appropriate for 21st century families. 

At the end of a traditional divorce proceeding, the court typically awarded 
both legal and physical custody of the couple’s children to one parent.  As legal 
custodian, that parent made all major decisions regarding the child’s welfare.  As 
physical custodian, he or she served as the residential parent with whom the child 
lived, while the other parent was entitled merely to visitation, often a paltry few 
hours a month.  Times have changed through much of the United States.  In today’s 
legal culture, many legislatures, courts, and mental health professionals have discarded the common law concepts and 
reconsidered the underlying principles.  The confining term “custody” is rapidly disappearing from the lexicon.  Parental 
responsibilities after separation or divorce are instead usually viewed as decision-making and parenting time, and in many 
jurisdictions the parents are statutorily charged with making those decisions for their own families.   

These developments are part of an emerging trend re-directing custody disputes from contested hearings onto alternative 
resolution pathways.  A growing number of legislatures have transformed the traditional nomenclature in an effort to induce the 
parties to shift from an adversarial focus to one centered on best providing for the needs of the child.  For example, Colorado has 
converted the traditional child custody lawsuit to a proceeding “concerning allocation of parental responsibilities.”1  The same 
statute refers to a “[d]etermination of parenting time” in lieu of physical custody, and substitutes “[a]llocation of decision-making 
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As we kick off the inaugural issue of Family News and Views, we celebrate our mission to 
address the needs of children caught in the midst of divorce or separation. As members we are 
charged to meet these goals and objectives each day that we intervene in the lives of children and 
families. Often times as professionals, we become a safeguard and are known as the glue that makes 
things stick. Surely, our chapter’s newsletter will give us some of the tools to meet this tall order. 

It is my hope that our newsletter will bring you cogent, interesting and diverse studies about 
issues involving children and divorce. The intent is to also present timely and thought provoking 
articles on this subject as well as to provide meaningful input from 
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Since the early 1970s, the use of 
mediation has become more readily 
recognizable, popular, widespread, 
diverse and even accepted in a wide 
range of settings, not only in American 
society but worldwide.  A quick 
inventory of the mediation landscape 
reveals a rich and well-stocked field 
that includes innovative resources and 
thousands of very enthusiastic 
practitioners of all ages and walks of 
life.  

Despite all of this progress, 
mediation remains a tale of two 
perspectives.  One perspective 
emanates from those who are 
knowledgeable about and engaged in 
the process.  As these individuals ‘look 
in the mirror’, what they see reflected 
back is an abundance of developments 
ascertaining that mediation has 
achieved tremendous growth and 
traction. On the other hand, when these 
same individuals ‘look out the 
window’, they continue to find a public 
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that is still uninformed, misinformed, 
and even confused about mediation.    

Indeed, the mediation landscape 
is full of contrasts and often difficult to 
understand.  I am going to focus on 
the complex state of affairs 
characterizing a process that has been 
around since the beginning of 
civilization, but whose potential is yet 
to be fully tapped.  

For starters, what do mediation 
experts see when they look in the 
mirror?  The response can produce a 
very lengthy and ever-growing list of 
innovative developments.  Among the 
items are countless academic courses, 
textbooks, journals, newsletters, 
research studies, theories, codes of 
conduct, training programs, websites, 
listservs, blogs, Facebook pages, 
webinars, discussion groups, videos, 
jargon, acronyms (sometimes a 
glossary could be useful to identify all 
of them), conferences (on many days 

The Mediation Process: Contrasting Perspectives  
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Welcome to the first issue of Family News and Views.   Perhaps the most important function of any multi-
disciplinary professional organization such as the New York Chapter of AFCC is the sharing of 
information, views, and ideas among our diverse members.   The professional diversity of our 

membership is in full view in this issue of Family News and Views as contributors include an attorney, a judge, a mediator, a 
psychologist, and students.   

My goal as editor is to provide our membership, and the professional community in New York, with current information and 
thoughtful discourse about the issues that confront children and families in conflict, and the practice issues with which 
professionals wrangle on an on-going basis.  Our eyes will always be towards innovative approaches to these problems.   Family 
News and Views will be published three times per year, bringing you this information, as well as information about New York 
Chapter and AFCC National events. 

Our chapter is rich with creative professionals with substantial experience.  I invite you all to consider writing an article 
for a future edition of Family News and Views.  The success of this endeavor depends on a steady stream of shared information 
among our members.  Articles should be approximately 1000 words and may relate to any topic consistent with AFFCC’s mission 
of  “improving the lives of children and families through the resolution of family conflict…. [and providing] a collaborative 
approach to serving the needs of children among those who work in and with family law systems, encouraging education, 
research and innovation and identifying best practices. “  I especially want to encourage student submissions.   Also, please inform 
me of any upcoming events that may be of interest to our members.  Please send any submissions to paul.meller@hofstra.edu.   

I look forward to our on-going exchange of ideas.  The Buddha taught,  “Thousands of candles can be lit from a single 
candle.”  Our continual discourse will make a difference!  

 

The Editor’s Corner 
Paul J. Meller, Ph.D. 
Hofstra University 
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one has a choice of any number of 
quality conferences worldwide, and 
in places like NYC, it is even 
common to hear requests for a 
master calendar to keep track of all 
that goes on), as well as thousands 
of trained practitioners available 
throughout the world.  Additionally, 
professional organizations have 
sprouted, blossomed, and evolved.  
These organizations have launched a 
variety of initiatives from the local to 
the international levels.  Many 
national and international 
professional organizations now have 
local or regional chapters. For those 
interested in assisting with a variety 
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Members of the AFCC community share a mission to 
improve the lives of children and families in crisis, and 
with all of the traumatic events in the news of late—
Superstorm Sandy, the Sandy Hook Tragedy, the Boston 
Bombings, and the Cleveland Kidnapping—this can seem 
particularly challenging.  Beyond the national headlines, 
individual families are managing their own unique 
stressors and traumas, including but not limited to 
domestic abuse, community violence, and unexpected 
accidents.  In order for AFCC members to realize their 
passion to help these children and families, it is essential 
to understand how trauma affects children, and what can 
be done to help them cope.   

A traumatic event is one that threatens death or 
injury to oneself or others.  When children feel 
overwhelmed and unable to manage traumatic situations, 
this can undermine their ability to do their jobs as kids.  
Their jobs, of course, are to go to school, concentrate, and 
learn to the best of their ability; to make friends and love 
their families; and to discover what they enjoy and 
engage in fun activities.  When one of these three 
essential tasks is compromised, we consider the child to 
have “functional impairment”, which is a prerequisite for 
a diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).  It’s 
normal for children to seem “off” in the first few weeks 
after experiencing a traumatic event.  They might be more 
clingy, tearful, or worried than usual; they also might 
complain of headaches, nightmares, or seem to have more 
difficulty concentrating than usual.  This is sometimes 
referred to as “a normal reaction to an abnormal event.”  
However, if children continue to have difficulties one 
month after a traumatic event has ended, along with 
functional impairment and a certain set of symptoms, 
then they might have PTSD.   

The set of symptoms required for PTSD diagnosis 
include intrusive thoughts (e.g., repetitively playing out 
storm themes after Superstorm Sandy), avoiding things 
that are reminders of a traumatic event (e.g., refusing to 
go back to school after witnessing school violence, such as 
what happened in Sandy Hook), changes in cognitions or 
emotions (e.g., feeling sad, or thinking that the world is 
now unsafe or adults are untrustworthy), and hyper-
arousal (e.g., having difficulty sitting still in the classroom 
and seeming very jumpy or easily startled).  The good 
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news is that there are very effective treatments to help 
children who have PTSD, notably Trauma-Focused Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy (TF-CBT).  The goals of this treatment 
are 1) to help children create a narrative, or explanation of 
how and why the traumatic event happened to restore their 
disrupted beliefs and resulting sad and anxious emotions, 
and 2) to decrease avoidance of reminders of the traumatic 
event.  This might seem counterintuitive; often parents will 
tell their children “not to think about it” with the best of 
intentions, but this actually keeps children “stuck” in the 
recovery process.  For this reason, parents are actively 
included in TF-CBT because they need to know the best ways 
to support children’s treatment at home. 

Even if a child does not have PTSD per se, there are 
some helpful things we should encourage family members to 
do to help them cope with traumatic events.  First, the adults 
in the family must take care of their own emotional and 
physical health.  Difficult life experiences affect whole 
families, not just isolated family members, and it's important 
that adults are coping well to be best available for their 
children.  Second, it is important for the family to talk to one 
another and create a shared narrative of the traumatic event.  
By talking with children, you have a chance to correct 
inaccurate conclusions they might have drawn, e.g., the 
Newtown shootings happened on a Friday, so Fridays must 
be unsafe.  Parents should be brief and honest, explain safety 
in concrete terms, and provide realistic reassurance.  Third, 
families need to develop a repertoire of coping strategies that 
includes both taking constructive action (e.g., being assertive, 
telling someone to “stop it!”, or leaving unsafe situations) 
and relaxing (e.g., deep breathing, progressive muscle 
relaxation, and exercise). 

There is an old adage that “children are resilient”, and 
this is both true and false.  Young children’s neural 
development is malleable, and the brains of abused and 
neglected children are actually physically smaller than their 
non-abused and neglected counterparts.  Clearly this speaks 
to the need to intervene to end ongoing trauma in the lives of 
children.  And yet children also have a remarkable capacity 
to thrive once they are out of a traumatic situation; they are 
able to meet their developmental milestones, learn, make 
friends, and enjoy their lives as strong, happy, and confident 
young people with the whole world ahead of them. 
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AFCC turned 50 this year, and with that milestone it is natural to take a 
look back at the road we have travelled and the one yet ahead. When I 
first joined AFCC in 1996, there were three active chapters – California, 
Arizona and Massachusetts. Today there are 19 chapters (in three 
countries) with three more groups actively working on their 
applications, and several others at various other stages of formation.  

Approximately half of AFCC’s 4800+ members also belong to a chapter. That means that in addition to wanting to be involved in and 
aware of the latest research, trends and programs in family court, they also want to bring those innovations, improvements and changes 
to their practice at the local level, in their jurisdictions and courts. Chapter leaders are encouraged to be involved with both the parent 
organization and each other through quarterly chapter council meetings, annual chapter leadership luncheons and the biennial 
Leadership Institute. 

AFCC, as an international and interdisciplinary organization, has the ability to work with other influential organizations and convene 
groups of renowned individuals to produce projects like the collaboration with Sesame Workshop to distribute their materials for children 
of divorce and a biennial joint conference with AAML.  Reports from the Family Law Education Reform Project, the Domestic Violence 
and Family Court Project, as well as Guidelines and Model Standards for Court-Involved, Therapy, Educators, Child Custody Evaluation, 
Brief Focused Assessment, Parenting Coordination, and Divorce Mediation are some of the available documents on the AFCC website in 
the Center for Excellence in Family Court Practice. Chapters can benefit from these efforts by using the papers, guidelines, model 
standards and conclusions that arise from these efforts to inform and reshape their local rules and practice.  

One of the latest special projects that AFCC has undertaken is the Shared Parenting Think Tank: Closing the Gap: Research, Practice, 
Policy and Shared Parenting. This was a three day interdisciplinary think tank, in January 2013, that continued the conversation that began 
in the July 2011, and then 2012, Family Court Review and the 2012 Annual Conference in Chicago. Participants included New Yorkers:  J. 
Herbie DiFonzo (Co-Reporter) and Andrew Schepard. There will be a special issue of FCR scheduled for April 2014 that will include the 
Think Tank Report and the 2014 Annual Conference in Toronto has as its theme: Navigating the Waters of Shared Parenting: Guidance from 
the Harbour. Hopefully, many New Yorkers will submit proposals for that conference by the October 3, 2013 deadline and become more 
involved in that important conversation. 

The New York Chapter is now 11 years old and is about 180 members strong. If each of you could bring one colleague to the table, to join 
AFCC and the chapter and to benefit from all that you know AFCC to be, you would be practicing with professionals who share your 
commitment to the AFCC mission and investment in professional excellence. Just imagine the impact that could have on your practice and 
your professional life! 

From the desk of the president (cont.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AFCC and Chapters                                                                                                                                                       
Leslye Hunter,  
AFCC Associate Director 
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colleges and universities. Yet another goal is to highlight chapter programs and contributions from our talented member base. I 
want Family News and Views to develop a strong readership and following and we would like the newsletter to be used as a 
professional resource. Therefore, it is indeed a pleasure to provide the newsletter to you as yet another membership benefit. 

AFCC-NY membership also exposes you to cutting edge programs and dynamic conferences. I was delighted to see 
members at our upstate conference held in Rochester on Friday, September 27, 2013. The conference was entitled, “Parenting 
Coordination: What’s Conflict Got to Do With It?  Helping Parents to Love Their Children Together After Divorce or Separation.” 
Here AFCC-NY introduced the concept of “parenting coordination” to the Rochester clinical and legal community through an 
engaging presentation. Dr. Larry A. Cohen was the keynote speaker and the panelists included: Judge John M. Owens, Dr. Joanne 
Pedro-Carroll and Michael J. Kelly, Esq. The Co-chairs were Kelly M. Ciccone, Esq. and Leonard G. Florescue, Esq. The Co-Chairs 
and committee did an amazing job of planning and implementation to make this a successful learning forum. 

Stay tuned for our upcoming annual conference and meeting that will be held next month at the New York City Bar 
Association on Friday, November 22, 2013. It is entitled, “Resorting to Plan B: An In-depth Look at Supervised Visitation from a 
Clinical and Legal Perspective”. This event promises to be equally as worthwhile. I invite you to attend and be introduced to 
savvy and new approaches to supervised visitation. An advertisement with conference details is included in this issue.  

     On my behalf and on behalf of our officers and board of directors, we welcome you to our newest medium of 
communication named Family News and Views and hope that you will continue to enjoy the advantages of membership in AFCC-
NY. We wish you the very best as you faithfully serve the needs of children and families across our state.     

With all good wishes, 

Andrea Phoenix 
President, AFCC-NY 
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 The New Jurisprudence of Parenting (cont.) 
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responsibility” for legal custody.1  

“Decision-making” constitutes the legal responsibility to make all nonemergency decisions for a child, including those 
regarding education, health care, welfare, and religious training.  In “joint decision-making,” the parents share all parental 
rights, privileges, duties, powers, responsibilities, and obligations, except for specified decisions as set forth in the parenting 
plan.  

“Parenting time” refers to the periods of time each parent spends with the child as outlined in a parenting plan.  Parenting 
plans have become the preferred method to achieve the public policy goal that children have frequent and continuing contact 
with both parents.  These plans may be individually crafted or tailored from a menu of sample plans disseminated by courts or 
private sources.  They should be flexible but fairly detailed, setting out each parent’s area of responsibility in providing for the 
child’s residential and physical care, as well as emotional well being, both at the time the plan goes into effect and as the child 
ages and matures.  Ideally, these plans should also recognize the likelihood of future parenting disputes by incorporating 
problem-solving mechanisms, such as mediation, collaborative law, parent coordination, and arbitration, with adjudication in 
court only as a last resort.   

In many states, legislative provisions and court procedures, as well as a raft of scholarship and popular commentary, are 
nudging the legal system away from custody litigation toward the drafting and implementation of parenting plans that can 
deal with the care and concerns of each member of the post-separation family. Almost half the states currently require the 
parents to agree on a plan as part of the process for sharing and allocating parenting responsibilities.  The court makes those 
decisions only if the parents have failed to agree.  One state supreme court observed that the “key advantage of the parenting 
plan concept over the former law's custody concept is the parenting plan's ability to accommodate widely differing factual 
patterns and to allocate parental responsibility accordingly.”1  

Along with altering the vocabulary and diverting parenting disputes away from formal court hearings, the new 
jurisprudence of parenting begins with a premise quite at odds with the common law view that post-separation parenting was 
one parent’s job.  “Shared parenting” means that the parents have joint decision-making authority and that the child spends a 
significant portion (many experts suggest at least 30-35%) of his or her time with each parent.  Shared parenting need not mean 
equal time-sharing, as rarely will children’s schooling, activities, and other interests allow for a precise mathematical division.   

Shared parenting will not succeed in every family.  But focusing parents on how to continue as parents while they separate 
as partners may lead to better outcomes for their children.  Awarding custody of the child to the winner in a custody battle and 
relegating the loser parent to virtual outsider status were the attributes of an adversarial process that resembled legalized bear 
baiting.  At the time of separation or divorce, parents are indeed often feeling hurt and hostile.  Rather than exacerbating this 
family war by staging custody battles, our legal system should aspire to serve as Lincoln’s “better angels of our nature” in 
helping parents collaborate as much as possible to construct their new family arrangements.  New York’s Legislature has in 
recent years enacted true no-fault divorce and expanded marriage to same-sex couples.  It is time for the Legislature to convert 
the language and adopt the reality of the new jurisprudence of parenting.  

 

1 Professor of Law, Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University.  He and Marsha Kline Pruett are the Co-
Reporters of the AFCC Shared Parenting Think Tank, whose Final Report, “Closing the Gap: Research, Policy, Practice and 
Shared Parenting,” will be published by the Family Court Review in 2013.  DiFonzo and Ruth C. Stern are the authors of the 
forthcoming Intimate Associations: The Law and Culture of American Families (U. Michigan Press, 2013). 

2 Colo. Rev. Stat. § 14-10-123. 

3 Id. at § 14-10-124. 

4 In re Marriage of Littlefield, 940 P.2d 1362, 1368 (Wash. 1997). 
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Leadership Summits to be a Forum for  
Significant Change in School Discipline 
Mikila Thompson, Law Student 
Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University 

 
The NYS Permanent Judicial Commission on Justice for Children, in partnership with Hofstra University, sponsored the NYS 

Leadership Summit on School-Justice Partnerships: Keeping Kids In School and Out of Court on April 11-12, 2013, at the Maurice A. 
Deane School of Law at Hofstra University with funding from The Atlantic Philanthropies, New York State Division of Criminal 
Justice Services, Hofstra University and the New York State Juvenile Justice Advisory Group.  

The NYS Leadership Summit on School-Justice Partnerships: Keeping Kids In School and Out of Court brought together leaders 
in law, policy and education.  The leadership in attendance included: judges, legislators, agency heads, law enforcement personnel, 
educators and representatives of the NYS Regents.  These multi-disciplinary leaders came from across the state to focus on state 
level statutory and policy changes that encourage the development of safe, respectful and supportive learning environments, while 
holding students accountable for their behavior and reserving the use of punitive measures—including school suspension, 
summons and arrest—for the most egregious cases.  Additionally, participants addressed the over-representation of school 
suspensions and arrests among minority students and students receiving special education services, and assisted in discussions 
regarding the re-engagement for those youth involved in the justice system.  The summit resulted in strong interest amongst 
stakeholders regarding necessary procedures and changes needed at the state level.  

This fall between October 2013 and December 2013, The Commission, in partnership with the New York State Division of 
Criminal Justice Services (DCJS), is sponsoring Regional Leadership Summits with funding from The Atlantic Philanthropies, DCJS 
and the New York State Juvenile Justice Advisory Group. The Summit sponsors appreciate the generosity and support from our 
local partners that helped organize and host the events, including the Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University, New 
York Law School, New York State Judicial Institute and New York State United Teachers. 

The upcoming Regional Leadership Summits on School-Justice Partnerships will provide an opportunity for local stakeholders 
to convene and focus on the school and court connection in order to promote promising and emerging practices and policies of our 
education and justice systems that can help children succeed in school and in turn reduce the number of children entering the 
juvenile and adult court systems.  Discussions will also assist local leaders in how to deal more effectively with the students who do 
get involved in the justice system, so to possibly decrease the number of children who become participants in the justice system 
beyond their school experience.  The regional summits will provide a unique opportunity to each region’s leaders to showcase to 
fellow stakeholders how a partnership between schools and the courts can make positive changes within each community where 
juvenile justice is a huge problem for residents and leaders. 

The Commission is chaired by the former Chief Judge, Judith S. Kaye.  Judge Kaye is the convener for all the Summits, which 
benefit from her passion and dedication to these issues.  
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of capacity building projects 
internationally, since 2006, Mediators 
Beyond Borders has been establishing an 
active presence in many parts of the 
world.  Moreover, the discussion has 
advanced way beyond a basic 
understanding of how mediation is 
defined and how it works.  There are 
robust discussions about specific types of 
mediation including facilitative, 
transformative and evaluative 
approaches, and how they compare and 
contrast.  Lively discussions are held 
about how they are used exclusively or 
as hybrids, and how they are applied in 
selected contexts.  

There is also ample evidence that the 
mediation field is reaching maturity with 
plentiful discussion about 
professionalization in the literature, at 
conferences, online, and by professional 
and provider organizations.  The focus of 
these discussions has been on how to 
assure quality and competency of 
practitioners.  In some instances, the 
efforts have succeeded in developing 
certification initiatives, in other instances 
the discussions are still underway or 
have been put on pause when stymied by 
the complexity and costs associated with 
certification and decertification.  The 
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ongoing discussion about how to signal 
to the field itself and to the public that 
mediators are competent has been a very 
intricate and protracted undertaking 
over the years.  Among the many efforts 
has been an initiative to implement a 
uniform global certification process 
established by the International 
Mediation Institute (IMI).  IMI seeks to 
“transcend local jurisdictions to develop 
global, professional standards for 
experienced mediators.” (IMI, 2012).  In 
addition to certification, there have been 
countless initiatives resulting in 
competing standards of conduct, codes of 
ethics, and related efforts in a variety of 
contexts.  Moreover, a growing body of 
research and literature has been 
addressing how mediation works in 
culturally diverse contexts and countless 
mediation training programs have 
included components on cultural 
diversity.  Of recent, IMI has been 
exploring inter-cultural mediator 
training and Inter-Cultural Certification 
(IMI 2012).  For sure, there is enormous 
tangible evidence that mediation has 
gained traction. 

A Look out the Window 

When mediation experts look out of 
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the window, however, the landscape 
becomes more challenging.  The public is 
still not knowledgeable about the work 
of mediators and is often confused about 
meditation and about how to distinguish 
mediation from related processes like 
arbitration and conciliation.  Quite 
simply, the lack of information about 
mediation is pervasive.  It is a process 
that goes on behind closed doors and 
lacks transparency.  A young research 
participant in one of my research projects 
referred to the mediation field as a gated 
community where people do not know 
what is going on over the high wall. 
Interestingly, that is true for both for 
those who are interested in pursuing 
mediation as a career as well as for 
potential consumers. 

For those interested in becoming 
mediators, how to proceed continues to 
be very baffling.  It is not surprising to 
hear how people have stumbled into 
mediation work.  There is no clear career 
path or means of entering a field that is 
often described as part science, part art. 
Unlike most other professions where 
knowledge can be achieved in 
institutions of higher education, 
mediation does not have a discernable 
presence there.  Many individuals gain 
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Mediation (cont.) 
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their initial introduction through a variety of training 
programs offered by community based organizations or 
private trainers.  Yes, most law schools now offer a 
mediation course or clinic, and other graduate schools 
similarly offer a course on mediation, but for the most part, 
there are very few institutions where one can specialize in 
mediation.  Once individuals have taken one or more of the 
basic mediation training programs, there is no identifiable 
means of following up to continue one’s acquisition of 
additional knowledge or application of skills.  

Once one is trained, finding paid employment is 
even more challenging since there is a dearth of job 
opportunities titled mediator.  Many of the mediation 
related opportunities are deeply immersed in the volunteer 
sector with no compensation.  As a result, when seeking 
employment, individuals are often encouraged to consider 
mediation knowledge and skills as adding value to their 
credentials.  They are advised to find ways of marketing 
themselves for those jobs that seek good communication 
skills, problem-solving abilities, critical thinking, ability to 
interact well with others and the like. 

 For consumers, understanding what mediation is can 
be even more daunting.  Without readily available 
information about the process, there is virtually no way for 
consumers to know what the process looks like.  When 
mediation is reported on in the media, there is a good 
chance that it will be confused with arbitration (Volpe, 
2012).  With one significant exception, mediation had 
received very little attention on television.  In January 2011, 
Fairly Legal, a new television show featuring a mediator 
premiered on the USA Network.  On its first night, it had 
3.9 million viewers (Ng, 2011). However, the show lost 
viewers and was terminated at the end of its second season 
in June 2012 (Fairly Legal, 2013).   

Not only is it difficult for consumers to acquire 
information about mediation, in those instances where they 
have made a decision to go to a mediator to handle their 
conflicts, they often do not know where to start looking.  
Unlike many other services where one can turn to friends, 
family and colleagues for referrals, the likelihood of the 
more commonly relied on means for insights is absent. 

In sum, much public awareness work remains to be 
done to educate the public about mediation. 

Some insights  

There has been no shortage of thinking about how to 
move forward.  What is particularly interesting is that 
some of the current promises and challenges have been 
evident for decades.  As early as May 1982, then NYS Chief 
Judge Lawrence Cooke, who was instrumental in paving 
the way for the groundbreaking New York State 
Community Dispute Resolution Centers Program, gave a 
presentation titled, “Mediation:  Boon or Bust” where he 
made the case that mediation would be a boon.  However, 
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he cautioned, there would be a long road ahead including the 
imperative need to educate the public about the process.  His 
remarks included a detailed roadmap of what needed to be 
done in the community and in the courts. More specifically, he 
stated: 

Information must be directed to the lay public.  Direct 
community outreach in the form of mailings, fliers, discussion 
groups, and classes should be organized.  In addition, it is that  
explanatory material be provided through the court system 
itself.  Pamphlets should be available in the court clerk’s office.  
Better yet would be the presence there of an individual trained 
in the philosophy of mediation who could explain properly the 
process to the would be litigant.  The court staff could also be 
trained to quickly screen cases to ascertain those that might be 
suitable for resolution through the mediation process. 

Without proper education, the future of mediation will be 
non-existent, a promise still-born.  As an innovative concept to 
most of the population, it must be proselytized so that it will be 
understood and accepted as not only an effective means of 
resolving disputes, but as a preferred means of doing so 
(Cooke, 1983:11-12). 

The following year, in December 1983, Chief Judge Cooke 
made a case for how mediation should be incorporated into the 
judicial system.  He stated, 

Undoubtedly, the most compelling need of mediation, if it is to 
function well, is that it be institutionalized.  Mediation must be 
incorporated into existing judicial structures.  This will give it 
the security of permanency and the deserved image as a 
standardized facet of dispute resolution, just as are litigation in 
court and arbitration. … Any method of delivering justice must 
be of the highest order and mediation should not be suspect in 
the slightest degree of being second class in its personnel or 
performance (Cooke, 1984:18). 

Thirty years later, Judge Cooke’s remarks are as valid today as 
they were when the New York State Community Dispute 
Resolution Centers Program was launched in the early 1980s.  
For sure, thousands of people have been trained as mediators 
and many more thousands of citizens have been introduced to 
mediation through the courts and community mediation 
programs in New York State alone. Countless others have been 
exposed to mediation through educational programs or 
workplace initiatives.  Still, there is a pressing need for greater 
public awareness and institutionalization of mediation not only 
in the courts as noted by Judge Cooke, but in the larger society. 

Summary 

In closing, as a general rule of thumb, if there is a market 
for an item, product or service, it has to be harnessed.  If there is 
no market, it has to be created.  To illustrate, Starbucks provides 
an excellent example of the former.  There is a vast market for 
its product since there are many potential coffee drinkers.  The 
goal for such companies is to harness that business.  On the 
other hand, Apple is an example of an entity that had no market 
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Mediation (continued) 

During the week of August 26th, 2013 a diverse group of Hofstra 
University graduate students took part in a three-day training through 
the Institute for Family and Forensic Psychology (IFFP) lead by Dr. Paul 
Meller, the director of the Institute. The group was made up of students 
from Hofstra University’s School and Community Psy.D. program, 

Clinical Ph.D. program, Marriage and Family Therapy program, as well as Clinical re-specialization Ph.D. students. The training 
covered dynamic topics relating to family and forensic psychology. Among the topics discussed were alternative dispute 
resolution, conflict management, therapeutic visitation, forensic evaluations, child abuse, domestic violence, and more.  Students 
participating in the training demonstrated interest in working with families going through a high conflict divorce.  

On the last day of training the students had the pleasure of meeting with three guest speakers who shared their personal 
experiences of working with families in the legal system.  The Honorable Judge Stack J.H.O. spoke about forensic evaluations and 
the expectations that she has from the report that she receives. She also spoke about the importance of therapeutic visitation as a 
last resort for repairing the relationship between the child and the non-custodial parent. Furthermore, she graciously invited the 
students to come observe her in the Nassau County Family Court. Theo Liebman, a Clinical Professor of Law and Director of the 
Youth Advocacy Clinic at Hofstra University, discussed the role of the attorney for the child and the implications of working 
under the “expressed interest of the child” standard, as opposed to “best interest of the child”. This turned into a group discussion, 
as students were encouraged to share their opinions on the matter. The last speaker was Kimberly Snow, an attorney who over the 
years has obtained experience in defense, prosecution, as well as working as the attorney for the child. She discussed the variables, 
such as poverty and lack of a stable support system that high conflict families in the Nassau County Family Court may be dealing 
with and that professionals working with these families should be aware of. She also discussed the protocols for handling child 
abuse cases in the court system. Overall, the training was very informative and opened the student’s eyes to a new possible career 
path in the field of psychology.  

Students who participated in the training will begin working at Hofstra University’s Institute for Family and Forensic 
Psychology on a wide variety of cases. These cases will include therapeutic visitation, forensic evaluations, and individual and 
family therapy. The large turnout for this summer training indicates that family and forensic psychology is a growing field within 
the Nassau County community. 

 

 

Student Summer Institute 
Anna Varfolomeyeva, Psy.D. Student 
Alyssa Mante, Psy.D. Student 
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for a number of its products, including the IPOD.  Apple has had to create a market since it was providing people with things they 
did not know they needed.   

For the dispute resolution field, there is a vast market since virtually every person experiences conflicts, many of which could 
be managed better through mediation.  However, at best, the market can be described as a reluctant one. There is a much greater 
supply of mediators than demand for their services.   

The question remains, what needs to be done to creatively harness the reluctant market?  As we know, the response is intricate 
with reasons ranging from parties’ reluctance to meet face to face with the other side and fear of being seen as weak to suspicions 
about trusting a third party behind closed doors.  What remains is substantial work to be done to infuse mediation in a cultural 
context that favors more adversarial approaches.  In the meantime, while mediation has come a long way, it is still not a household 
word.  
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